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Interspersed with Forrest Gump's unique reminiscences and observations, a collection of sixty

mouth-watering chocolate recipes includes such scrumptious treats as Groovy Grasshopper Pie

and Chocolate Ping Pong Pound Cake. 200,000 first printing. IP.
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Quite a few years ago, my daughter Kendra bought this book for me....knowing that not only was I a

BAKER, by profession, but that I loved the movie, "Forrest Gump"...and that I ADORE chocolate! I

loved this book..used it at home, used it at work....used it sooo much that it began to fall apart!

Unfortunately, I had lent it to someone....they moved away...and I was without my book! I tried for a

while to find a copy....but had no luck....not sure why, but no one seemed to be able to find me a

copy.....UNTIL NOW!!! While looking for other books to buy as gifts for the Holidays, I decided to

give the "search" for this wonderful book...one..more...try! Hooray! Found the book....and at a VERY

reasonable price, I might say! Book arrived within a few days...and I was once again making the

most delicious brownies I've ever made. When you buy this book....MAKE THE

BROWNIES....FIRST! You won't be sorry! Actually, All the recipes are fantastic....this book definitely

belongs in every baker's "Cook Book Collection"! I give it an A+.

A few years back, I donated my copy of this book to my granddaughter's Pre-K class for a chocolate

theme basket. Time for replacing it came and went until I was lucky enough to spot this one through

. It arrived ahead of schedule, in pristine condition. Thanks!!!



It is a nice book presented well.My disappointment was that the recipefor their brownie ice cream

dessertwas not included in the book.

i bought this book several years ago for a friend and wanted one for myself. The Bubba Gump

restraintsno longer have the book .

I found this recipe book to be wonderful. I have tried several recipes and they turned out fabulous

and a good one I can recommend right off the top of my head is the hot fudge sauce. This is so

simple and absolutely wonderful -- the best hot fudge ever! Try it, you'll like it. :-)

I have countless cookbooks and recipes (especially for desserts), but this one is by far one of my

favorites. I have tried many recipes from this book, and almost every single one is amazing. The first

time I made "Forrest's Four Chip Fudge," my friends and family could not get over how good it

tasted. They couldn't stop telling me that my fudge was the best they'd ever had. Not only are the

recipes great, but there are so many helpful hints for working with chocolate that even a beginner

could master the techniques in no time! Plus, I think it's adorable the way it is written from Forrest's

view point, as he always talks about how great his mama was.

This coobook is fantastic!!! I've had it for years and every time I want to bake something, I go to this

cookbook. The recipes are easy to follow and always turn out delicious. The "Triple-Decker

Brownie" is to die for. There are recipes that take mere minutes to prepare and others that take

hours. You have the perfect blend of easy to create and delicious, challenging recipes as well. You

can't go wrong with this dessert cookbook.

The recipes in this book are very good, if a bit time consuming. I bake all my cakes from scratch and

the Forrest's Fudge Cake on the front cover has been a family favorite for twenty years. It has a light

chocolate flavor with a large crumb. I do use a butter cocoa frosting instead of the cooked for time

and I also double the filling recipe since everyone loves it so much. But a warning- once they've

tasted it you will be asked to make it constantly! :)
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Cookies, Muffin, Pastry and More) The Fudge Factor: 40 Fudge Recipes â€“ from Minutes in the

Microwave to Gourmet Confections That Devil Forrest: Life of General Nathan Bedford Forrest
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Cookie Recipe, Easy Baking Cookies, Top Delicious Thanksgiving, Christmas, Holiday Cookies)
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Beloved Bakery Mug Recipes Cookbook : 50 Most Delicious of Mug Recipes (Mug Recipes, Mug
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Cookbook) (Easy Recipes Cookbook 1) Small-Batch Baking for Chocolate Lovers: Recipes for
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